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Easy tricks to speed up your workflow in Procreate

Procreate layer gestures + how to manage Procreate layers

Procreate brush gestures + how to organize Procreate brushes

Procreate color tips + how to best utilize color in Procreate

Procreate gallery actions + how to organize your Procreate canvases

and a TON more...

If you're obsessed with Procreate like me, you probably already know by now that

there are SO MANY gestures available for Procreate to make your workflow

seamless. However, not all of these gestures are common knowledge, they aren't

always intuitive, they're not readily available for us to pick up and learn as much

as we'd like.

This handbook features 70 different Procreate gestures to speed up your workflow

and help you enjoy the Procreate app even more by easily navigating all that it

wants us to do with it!

You're about to learn...
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QUICK PREVIEW - Pinch out on any canvas from the gallery

SWIPE TO REVIEW PROJECTS - Once the quick preview is open,

you can swipe through them to review other projects as well

 

EXIT PREVIEW - Pinch in to close the preview

DOUBLE TAP TO OPEN - Once open, double tap on the image to

open the project directly

SELECT MULTIPLE PROJECTS - From the gallery, tap Select, then

tap all projects you want to select

REARRANGE PROJECTS - Tap and hold a project in the gallery

and drag it in between other projects to rearrange them

 

CREATE STACKS - You can either drag a project directly over

another to merge them into a stack, or if you want to add more

than 2 projects at a time, simply select multiples and then tap

Stack at the top.

REMOVE PROJECT FROM A STACK - From inside of a stack, hold

down on the project you want to remove, drag it to the top

 left (which is the title of the Stack), and you’ll return to the

gallery. While still holding the project, you can drag and 

drop it anywhere you’d like to place it. 

SHARE, DUPLICATE, DELETE PROJECTS - You can share,

duplicate, or delete any project by swiping left on the 

project. You can also bulk share, duplicate, and delete 

by first selecting multiple projects, then using the 

controls at the top of the screen. 
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ZOOM IN - Pinch out with two fingers 

ZOOM OUT - Pinch in with two fingers 

RESET FRAME - Quick pinch together with two fingers 

ROTATE - Rotate two fingers on screen 

FULL SCREEN - Tap the screen with four fingers

RETURN TO WORKFLOW FROM FULL SCREEN - Tap the screen

with four fingers or select the icon in the top left

MOVE SLIDER UP OR DOWN - Swipe out from the side of the

screen over the middle of the slider. It will pop out and you can

drag it up or down. 

MOVE SLIDER TO THE RIGHT SIDE - Actions > Prefs > Right Hand

Interface 

QUICK MENU - Enable in settings. Actions > Prefs > Gesture

Controls > QuickMenu 

EDIT QUICK MENU - Activate QuickMenu according to your

settings, then tap and hold any QuickMenu control to change it

UNDO - Tap with two fingers

CONTINUOUS UNDO - Tap and hold with two fingers REDO - Tap

with three fingers
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REDO - Tap with three fingers

CONTINUOUS REDO - Tap and hold with three fingers

CLEAR LAYER - Scrub screen with three fingers

COPY/PASTE - Swipe down with three fingers to bring up the copy/paste menu

CUT/PASTE - Swipe down with three fingers to bring up the cut/paste menu

CREATE STRAIGHT LINE - Draw a line and hold down until it snaps straight

SNAP LINE AT 15 DEGREE INCREMENTS - After drawing a line and holding it down, place a

finger on the screen and move up/down/rotate to snap to 15 degree increments

CREATE STRAIGHT EDGE SHAPE - Draw a shape and hold down to snap to straight lines or

perfect curves

SNAP SHAPE AT 15 DEGREE INCREMENTS - After drawing a shape and holding it down, place

a finger on the screen and move up/down/rotate to snap to 15 degree increments

RESIZE CANVAS WHILE SELECTED - Without having to deselect, simply hold the arrow icon

with your finger as you resize your workspace and it won’t interfere with your workflow

ENABLE SPLIT SCREEN - Make sure that app you want to use split screen with it open. From

Procreate, swipe up on your screen to show the dock. Hold down the app you want to add

and drag it to the side of the screen, enabling multitasking split screen. 

ADJUST SPLIT SCREEN - Slide the middle of the split screen left or right to use split screen in

a 2/3 and 1/3 ratio, so one program takes up more space than the other
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LOCK LAYERS - Swipe left on a layer and tap lock

ORGANIZE LAYERS - Tap, hold, and drag up or down

SELECT MULTIPLE LAYERS - Swipe right on all the layers you want to select 

GROUP LAYERS - After selecting layers, tap Group. Or drag a layer on top of

another to group two layers

DUPLICATE LAYERS - Swipe left + Duplicate

MERGE LAYERS - Pinch the top and bottom layers together. The middle layers in

between will also be merged

DELETE LAYERS - Swipe left + delete 

ADJUST OPACITY - Two finger tap on the layer in the layer panel 

SELECT ALL LAYER CONTENTS - Tap and hold two fingers on the layer in the layer

panel 

LAYER MENU - Tap a layer to invoke menu

ALPHA LOCK - Swipe right with two fingers on a layer 

ISOLATE A LAYER - Tap and hold the visibility icon (checkmark) 

in a layer panel 

COPY LAYER TO ANOTHER CANVAS - Tap and hold layer, drag it 

out of the layer panel. Tap Gallery in the top left while continuing 

to hold down on the layer. Open any project and release to drop 

the layers in. 
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Over the years, I've developed a bias toward a handful of Procreate tools and I'm sharing
my favs with you. And just because I like them the most doesn't mean they're the BEST,

but I can say with confidence that I think you'll love them too. ☻
And let's be honest... you'll be much more excited to work through on your art when you

love your brushes.

GLITTER CALLIGRAPHY BRUSH PACK

Glitter Brush - Classic Pigeon Brush with
added sparkle effect
Moonlight Twinkle Brush - Dark & moody
Sweet Dreams - Soft & dreamy
Texture Glitter Brush - Looks like real glitter
Chunky Glitter Brush - Chunky glitter 
Cotton Candy Brush - Soft & billowy  
Pixie Brush - Loose shimmer 

MY FAVORITE PROCREATE BRUSHES

THEPIGEONLETTERS.COM

BRUSH LETTERING BUNDLE:
25 BRUSHES + WORKBOOK

Full comprehensive bounce 

The Pigeon Letters Brush Pen
TPL Rough Brush Pen
TPL Fine Calligraphy Brush
TPL MonoPigeon Brush
TPL Fatty Lettering Brush
TPL Watercolor Opaque Brush
TPL Watercolor Transparent Brush
TPL Glitter Brush
TPL Moonlight Brush
TPL Chunky Glitter Brush
TPL Textured Glitter Brush
TPL Au Naturel Brush
TPL Oily Round Brush
TPL Grainy Brush
TPL Dip Ink

Pack includes:

       lettering workbook

TPL Charcoal  Brush
TPL Liquid Brush
TPL Streaky Brush
TPL Soot
TPL Spiro Brush

TPL Textile Brush
TPL Glow Worm
TPL Asphalt Brush
TPL Raw Edge Round Brush
TPL Billow Brush

https://thepigeonletters.myshopify.com/collections/procreate-1
https://thepigeonletters.myshopify.com/collections/procreate-1
https://thepigeonletters.myshopify.com/collections/procreate-1
https://thepigeonletters.myshopify.com/collections/procreate-1
https://thepigeonletters.com/freebies
https://thepigeonletters.com/
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LETTERING GRIDS BUNDLE
50 Isolated Grids for Lettering
Composition
BONUS 10 Done-For-You Templates
BONUS 5 Frame Guides

BLOCK - Ideal for filler words like "of" "and" "the" etc.
NUGGET - Great for shorter words
BRICK - The go-to straight line for clean lettering

BANNER - The coveted wavy banner
FLAG - Good for lettering you want to give the feeling of
movement to
LABEL - An elongated center-focused shape
APOTHECARY - Exaggerated Label shape for more drama!
BANNER TRIO - Make a statement with a plug-and-play wavy
scroll

RAINBOW - An end-to-end arc
KNOLL ARC - Features a slightly raised center
TUNNEL ARC - Great for shorter words with tapered edges
WINDOW ARC - Ideal for filler words with tapered edges
ARC - An arched banner shape
BRIDGE ARC - Brings down the bottom edges of a word
HALF PIPE - Raises the top edges of a word
FLOAT ARC - An elongated banner style
SMILE ARC - Ideal for framing the bottom of compositions

STRUCTURE - Features a pointed top center
BUNTING - Ideal for any part of a composition, features a
downward point
DIAMOND - Great for call out words to expand their center
TRIANGLE RIGHT - For words to trail off
TRIANGLE LEFT - For words to trail off

BASE SHAPES

CURVES [5 isolated grids that dance]:

ARCS [9 isolated grids for call-out arched words]:

 
POINTS  [5 isolated grids with sharp transitions]:

MY FAVORITE PROCREATE BRUSHES

THEPIGEONLETTERS.COM

WAIST - Good for short words that squeeze in the center
BOW - Elongated words that taper into a center squeeze
BOOK - A solid brick style that pulls downward in the center
ATLAS - A solid brick style that pulls downward at the edges
ASCEND RIGHT - Use to either taper or to warp words
ASCEND LEFT - Use to either taper or to warp words
FLAG - Good for words that need to squeeze in between others
BLOOM RIGHT - Great staple shape for basic words
BLOOM LEFT - Great staple shape for basic words
SHIFT RIGHT - Everyone's favorite floating brick grid
SHIFT LEFT - Everyone's favorite floating brick grid

OVAL - Wide oval for any length of word
EGG - Compressed oval for shorter words
ELLIPSE - Oval shape with straight side edges
HALF CIRCLE TOP - Combine arcs with structure and style
HALF CIRCLE BOTTOM - Great for finishing a composition with a
smaller word
CIRCLE - Complete circle for lettering phrases or long words
BANNER CIRCLE - Complete circle featuring an overlapping
banner
SPHERE - To use to warp words or as a general taper

FLARE - For any length of word to expand the outer edges
FLARE EXPANDED - Flare with even more drama
COASTER - A wavy block that takes the tops of letters on a ride
UPHILL - Arches the tops of letters upward
DOWNHILL - Arches the tops of letters downward
RAMP - A sweeping shape for longer words
EDGE - Great for squeezing in longer words or composition
framing
DRAPE RIGHT - Sweeps the bottoms of letters upward
DRAPE LEFT - Sweeps the bottoms of letters downward

10 TEMPLATES - Done-for-you grid guides
5 FRAMES - With centralizing marks

SLANTS [11 isolated grids for words that want to float]:

ROUND [8 isolated circular grids]:

WARP [9 isolated grids to shape shift words]:

BONUSES

https://thepigeonletters.myshopify.com/collections/procreate-1
https://thepigeonletters.myshopify.com/collections/procreate-1
https://thepigeonletters.com/
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DRAWING INK BUNDLE

WATERY INK - resembles a wet ink pen
BLEED INK - sharp transitions
CLASSIC INK - slight pressure response and
smooth flow
NATURAL INK - textured edges
INK SCRATCH - scratchy ink flow
SOFT INK - thick, soft edge
TRANSLUCENT INK - buildable transparency
LIGHT INK - lighter value
MONOLINE - smooth & uniformed

Dense Splatter - heavy coverage splatter e
Splatter - medium coverage splatter effect
Watered Down - soft ink splash effect
Static - small, gritty noise brush
Grit - sporadically placed gritty brush
Stardust - dotted tiny line drawn stars
Ink Splash - streaky splashes
Spray Noise - full coverage spray

MY FAVORITE PROCREATE BRUSHES

THEPIGEONLETTERS.COM

GRIT - TEXTURE BRUSH PACK

https://thepigeonletters.myshopify.com/collections/procreate-1
https://thepigeonletters.myshopify.com/collections/procreate-1
https://thepigeonletters.myshopify.com/collections/procreate-1
https://thepigeonletters.myshopify.com/collections/procreate-1
https://thepigeonletters.com/


hey

I'mPeggy

USELESS STUFF ABOUT ME

Always wanted to be able to fly

Obsessed with chocolate pudding

Fire dancer

Forager

Never had coffee

My Enneagram is an exact 3-way tie (3, 7, 8)

 
 
 
 
 
 

Huge big toes

Obsessed with learning random facts

Rollerblading > rollerskating

Lifelong learner

Animal activist

The dress is blue and black

THEPIGEONLETTERS.COM

YOUTUBE.COM/THEPIGEONLETTERS

INSTAGRAM.COM/THEPIGEONLETTERS

THEPIGEONLETTERS.COM/SHOP

THE FLOCK COMMUNITY
FOR CREATIVE ENTREPRENEURS

THERE ARE A FEW THINGS I CAN PROMISE YOU:

I will consistently provide new resources for you. There is a
place for you in the creative world and your story matters.

With practice, you will always make progress.

https://thepigeonletters.com/flock
https://thepigeonletters.com/
https://youtube.com/thepigeonletters
https://instagram.com/thepigeonletters
https://thepigeonletters.com/shop

